1. Umbral factorials and Appell polynomials. The difference equations considered include as special cases those satisfied by the generalized Bernoulli and Euler polynomials,* also many of interest in the theory of numbers ; the duality was primarily devised for the investigation of divisibility properties of certain sequences of rational numbers obtained from generalizations of the polynomials mentioned. The connection with arithmetic is made through Fermat's theorem and Lagrange's identical congruence, and is developed elsewhere.f In constructing the duality, an inconsistency in the usual statement of symbolic equations that has been overlooked by writers on the symbolic methods is uncovered ( §1, end). This inconsistency is trivial for the customary uses of the symbolic method, but until it is rectified it is impossible to proceed to the new applications of the method made here.
The duality is most simply displayed in Blissard's symbolism (suitably amplified), in which a is the umbra of the sequence a n , (n = 0, 1, • • • ), or of the vector (a Q , au • • • ), and the symbolic power a n denotes a n . Small Greek letters without suffixes, a, ce (w) , ]S, /3 (n) , • • • , and 5 (w) , will be used exclusively for umbrae, small Latin letters, with or without suffixes, a, a t -, • • • , x y Xi, t, • • • for ordinaries (real or complex numbers). Small Greek letters with suffixes, as a n , a£ n \ * * * » denote ordinaries. By definition, xa is the umbra of x n a ny (w = 0, 1, • • • ). Umbral equality, a=j3, signifies a n =(3 n , that is, a n =(3 nt (n = 0, 1, • • • ) . If a^fi, a, /5 are said to be distinct.
Provided the series converges for some |/| >0, For any umbra £ the (umbral) factorial (£) n is defined by
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The umbra of (£) w , (w = 0, 1, • • • ), is written (£). If for some |/| >0 the series converge,
where the left is expanded formally by the binomial theorem (as if £ were ordinary), the right by the exponential theorem, and £ w , (£) n are replaced after expansion by £ n , (£)n, (n*t0). The (ordinary) Appell polynomial A n (t, a) in 2 with the base a is Hence, generalizing the characteristic property of Appell polynomials, we have D^A 0 (^ a) = 0,
We have also, by (1),
In the definition of (£) as the umbra of the sequence (£) n , (w = 0, 1, • • • ), of umbral factorials constructed from £, £ is arbitrary. Hence the umbra of the sequence (4(£, cx))n, (w = 0, 1, • • • ), of factorials constructed from -4(£, a) is written (A(!~, a) ). In the definition (4), £ is any umbra. Hence, replacing £ in (4) by 4(£, a), we have 04(£, «))o = ?o«o, (9) (4ft, «))« = È Sl 5) ,4 8 ft, a), fi > 0.
It may be shown from the properties of the Stirling numbers that
that is, by the definition of umbral equality, we have the second of the next two equations, (10) 4 ft, a) = £ + a, (4 ft, a)) = ft) + (a), the first of which is equivalent to (6). Thus the first of (10) implies the second. It can be shown in the same way that the second implies the first. An implied restriction on ordinary constants occurring in equations containing umbrae appears to have been overlooked by writers on the umbral calculus, as its necessity for consistency can be ignored until the umbral equations are dualized as in the next section. The point is sufficiently evident from an example. Let E be the umbra of the Euler numbers. Then one of the usual umbral equations for the E n is customarily written
The terms on the left are umbrae, the constant 2 on the right is an ordinary, and it is meaningless to equate an umbra to an ordinary, although the ( [(E) + (2)]-= Ê(*,*)(E) M (2).,
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the above duals in expanded form are
The solution of the last is (E) n = n\a n , (w^O), where a 4 n=(-l) w 2-2n , a 4n+1 = 0, a 4n+ 2=(~l) w+1 2-2w -1 , a 4n+3 = (-l) n 2-2w -1 .
With the definitions 0° = (0)o = l, we have also the duals
3. Duals. We shall give one pair, (IS), (150, of duals of a very general character. Proofs are deferred for the moment.
The 77, co, ô (n) , S (n) have the special meanings assigned in §1; h, i, j, k are nonnegative integers ranging, respectively, from 0 to /, 0 to m, 0 to n, 0 to r; Lh y M iy iV/, R k are any given ordinary constants, X ( *\ ju (i) 
Writing Ç(/)=exp 0/, thus defining 0, we have ** = A! exp ôW/, l* = j\ exp ô<»/;
and equating coefficients of 0 M in the identity in t, Q(t)G(t) = F(t) t we get (12). Again, whence (15) follows. The duals are obtained by the substitution /->log (1+/), obviously permissible under the convergence assumptions, in the foregoing identities, and (3), (5). By the inverse substitution t->e' -1, the equivalence of the duals follows. To remove the convergence restriction we refer to a former paper* where it was proved that in such formal uses of power series as are sufficient here convergence is irrelevant.
To save space, all applications, of which several have been made, will be omitted here, but will appear elsewhere. 
